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On May 10, 2005, Georg Heinig, an excellent mathematician died unexpectedly at
the age of 57. He was a world leader in the field of structured matrices. As associate
editor of the journal Linear Algebra and its Applications since his appointment in
1991, he contributed much to the journal’s success by his valuable and extensive
work. In what follows, I want to try to capture some aspects of this mathematical life
and his personality.
Georg was born on November 24, 1947, in the small town of Zschopau in the
Ore Mountains (Erzgebirge) in East Germany. From 1954 to 1964, he attended
the elementary school there. Because of his good performance, he was admitted to
the elite school of Karl-Marx-Stadt (now Chemnitz) University of Technology, where
he received his graduation diploma with the grade “very good”. During his time at this
school, he already showed extraordinary talent for mathematics and natural sciences,
and his passion and skills for solving mathematical problems grew.
Subsequently he studied mathematics at Karl-Marx-Stadt (now Chemnitz) Uni-
versity of Technology. He wrote his diploma thesis under the supervision of Siegfried
Prössdorf on some properties of normally solvable operators in Banach spaces. Some
years ago S. Prössdorf told me that he liked to recall the time he spent with the gifted
and creative student Georg. In the summer of 1970, Georg received the best possible
grade for the defense of his diploma thesis.
He received a scholarship to study for the PhD abroad and he decided to go to the
State University of Moldavia at Kishinev from 1971 to 1974. There he worked on his
PhD thesis on the subject of Wiener–Hopf block operators and singular integral oper-
ators under the supervision of Israel Gohberg [IG] who even then was internationally
well-known and respected.
Here is a copy of the authenticated Russian document certifying Georg’s degree
as “candidate of sciences”, which is the equivalent to a PhD:
A well known, important and often cited work with I. Gohberg from this time is
the paper [111]. With great admiration and deep gratitude Georg always considered
I. Gohberg as his scientific father [IG, p. 63].
By this time, Georg was cast irretrievably into the realm of matrix theory, in
particular the theory of structured matrices. His commitment to this field over three
decades has benefited several scientific grandchildren of Israel Gohberg’s of whom I
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am one. Georg’s connection to I. Gohberg has never ceased. From 1993 on, he was a
member of the editorial board of the journal Integral Equations and Operator Theory.
I became acquainted with Georg when he returned to Karl-Marx-Stadt in late 1974,
where he worked at the Department of Mathematics, first in the group chaired by S.
Prössdorf and then (after Prössdorf’s leave to Berlin 1975) in B. Silbermann’s group.
There he found extremely good conditions. Prössdorf and Silbermann considered him
as an equal partner, and hence he could pursue his inclinations in research unhampered
and even build a small research group.
In all honesty, I have to admit that I was not euphoric at my first encounters with
Georg. He was very young, with no experience as a supervisor, and in addition, he
appeared to me as too self-oriented. It was his ability to awake my interest in the topics
he proposed, which in 1975 led me to decide to write my diploma thesis under his
supervision despite my initial hesitations. In fact, he turned out to be an extraordinary
supervisor, and I soon became aware that starting my scientific career with him was
a lucky decision. In later years, we managed better and better to get attuned to each
other, and consequently I wrote a large part of my dissertation on the method of UV-
reduction for inverting structured matrices under his supervision in 1980. Meanwhile
30 years of fruitful and intense joint work have passed. One joint monograph and
almost 40 papers in journals testify to this.
In 1979, Georg defended his habilitation thesis (of an imposing length of 287
pages) on the spectral theory of operator bundles and the algebraic theory of finite
Toeplitz matrices with excellence.
Georg was very optimistic and in love with life. I very much miss his cheerful
and bright laughter. Certainly, his stay in Kishinev intensified his wanderlust and his
curiosity for other countries. Despite the travel restrictions for citizens of the GDR,
the former socialist part of Germany, there was scientific cooperation with Syria and
Ethiopia, and Georg was offered a research and working visit at Aleppo University in
Syria in 1982. During a longer stay from 1987 to 1989 at Addis Ababa University in
Ethiopia, he was accompanied by his wife Gerti and by his two children Peter (born
1974) and Susanne (born 1977). Later on, both these stays certainly helped him to
settle down in Kuwait.
Georg was well established at Karl-Marx-Stadt (now Chemnitz) University of
Technology. He was a respected and highly recognized colleague with outstanding
achievements in research and teaching. Thus, Georg was appointed as a full professor
for numerical mathematics at Karl Marx University of Leipzig. Since the late seventies
his international recognition has grown enormously, which is, for example, reflected
by the interest of the Birkhäuser publishing house in the joint monograph [85,88],
which was originally intended to be published by the Akademie-Verlag only.
The “Wende” in the fall of 1989 was an incisive break and turning point in the
life of many people in East Germany, and thus also for Georg. All scientists working
at universities were formally dismissed and had to apply for a position anew. An
important criterion for a refusal of such an application was the political proximity to
the old socialist system. Due to this, in 1993 Georg went to Kuwait University, where
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he worked as a professor for more than 10 years. He died of a heart attack on May
10, 2005, in his apartment in Kuwait.
During this long period in Kuwait, he continuously maintained scientific and per-
sonal contacts with his friends and former colleagues from Chemnitz, including Al-
brecht Böttcher, Bernd Silbermann, Steffen Roch, and myself. In May 1998, we all
had the opportunity to participate in the International Conference on Fourier Analysis
and Applications in Kuwait. Georg had an especially high admiration for Albrecht
Böttcher and was therefore very glad that Albrecht agreed to enter the scientific
committee and the editorial board of the proceedings of this conference [33]. In the
course of that conference, we convinced ourselves with great pleasure of the respect
in which Georg was held by his colleagues and students in Kuwait. Thus, he found
very good friends and supporters in his Kuwaiti colleagues Fadhel Al-Musallam and
Mansour Al-Zanaidi as well as in his colleague Christian Grossmann from Dresden
University of Technology, who stayed in Kuwait from 1992 to 1998. One of the
highlights of his life occurred in 2002, when the Amir of Kuwait distinguished him as
the Researcher of the Year. Since 2004, he was also a member of the editorial board
of the Kuwait Journal of Science and Engineering.
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My mathematical knowledge and my ability to tackle problems have benefited
immensely from Georg. He had an extraordinary gift to explain complicated things
in simple terms. This was also appreciated by his students. His lectures and scientific
talks were very sought after and well attended. The aesthetic component is well to
the fore in his work. He mastered with equal facility problems of extreme generality
and abstraction as well as down-to-earth questions.
Georg is the author and coauthor of more than 100 scientific publications. He
always made high demands on himself and on his coauthors regarding not only math-
ematical originality and exactness but also regarding clear and short exposition.
His main research interests are
• structured matrices: algebraic theory and fast algorithms,
• interpolation problems,
• operator theory and integral equations,
• numerical methods for convolution equations,
• applications in systems and control theory and signal processing.
In each of these topics, he achieved essential contributions, which is impressively
shown by his list of publications. In my opinion, especially the importance of his
results concerning the algebraic theory of structured matrices are striking and
imposing. In particular, in our joint paper [74] we show that inverses of matrices
which are the sum of a Toeplitz and a Hankel matrix possess a Bezoutian structure
as inverses of Hankel or Toeplitz matrices do separately. On the basis of this
structure, for example, matrix representations can be found and fast algorithms can
be designed. Thus, a breakthrough for the class of Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices
was achieved.
Moreover, Georg’s observation of the kernel structure of (block) Toeplitz and
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices turns out to be a suitable key to develop algorithms
without additional assumptions. His ideas how to connect the structure of a matrix
with its additional symmetries lead to more efficient inversion and solution algorithms
as well as a new kind of factorization. But also his contributions to Toeplitz least
square problems, to transformation techniques for Toeplitz and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel
matrices leveraged the research in these fields.
I am proud that he has completed (and still wanted to complete) many mathemat-
ical projects with me. For many years, we dreamt about writing a neat textbook on
structured matrices for graduate students, ranging from the basics for beginners up
to recent developments. One year ago, we really started writing the first chapters of
this book. Except for some interruptions, when we were very busy with teaching,
the collaboration was therefore especially intense, partly culminating in a dozen of
emails per day. I received two emails from him on May 10, 2005. I then did not know
that they were his last!
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Georg’s work leaves behind a trail that points to directions for future research. His
early death leaves a loss from which we cannot recover, for it is tragic how many plans
and original ideas have passed away with him. Colleagues like me are left behind in
shock and ask themselves how we can at least partially close the gap that he has left.
In such situations the persistent optimist Georg used to say:
“Lamenting does not help. Things are as they are.
Let us confidently continue to work. This helps!”
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